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Season’s Greetings to all our Families!
December in
“Kid Crane “
Counselor Time

In December, we are
learning that one of the
keys to happiness is to
be “generous” rather
than “greedy.” We will
focus on how good it
feels to share, to help,
and even to surprise
people by doing hidden
good deeds we call
“secret sunshine.”
Here’s a taste of the
song we’re learning:

Everybody needs sunshine
in their day
We get tired and sad
along the way
And if you want your
happiness to grow
Spread some secret
sunshine
And your own heart will
glow.
So pick up toys, fold the
laundry,
Dust the living room
Tiptoe into the kitchen
and pick up a broom.
Sweep the floor, feed the
kitty,
Wash a dish or two,
They might think that it
was elves,
But really it was you!
Secret sunshine means
doing something kind,
But not telling—just
letting your heart shine.
It may sound funny but I
know it’s true,
When you make other
people happy
It comes back to YOU....
‘Cause sunshine feels like
magic but it comes from
what we DO!
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December Programs: Time to Shine!

